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1 Introduction

First and foremost, we would like to thank the discussants: Stefano Castruccio and
Marc G. Genton (CG), Alan E. Gelfand (GE), Finn Lindgren (LI), M.D. Ruiz-Medina
(RM), and Martin P. Tingley and Ben A. Shaby (TS) for giving generously of their time
to comment on our paper, “Comparing and Selecting Spatial Predictors Using Local
Criteria” by Jonathan R. Bradley, Noel Cressie, and Tao Shi (BCS). Their comments
and those of the editors and referees have given us this opportunity to amplify and
clarify some aspects of using local criteria to compare and select spatial predictors.

In BCS, we propose local criteria to compare and select from a finite number of
spatial predictors defined on a (possibly irregular) spatial lattice D ≡ {u1, ..., uN } ⊂
R

d . These criteria lead naturally to the idea of selecting predictors optimally, location-
by-location; the result is a hybrid spatial predictor, which we call a locally selected
predictor (LSP), that has the potential to perform better than any individual predictor.

This rejoinder refers to the comments available at doi:10.1007/s11749-014-0385-3;
doi:10.1007/s11749-014-0411-5; doi:10.1007/s11749-014-0412-4; doi:10.1007/s11749-014-0413-3;
doi:10.1007/s11749-014-0417-z.
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Furthermore, this local selection allows us to see at which locations an individual
spatial predictor is performing comparatively well.

Notice that the LSP serves two main roles, namely, spatial prediction and “local”
comparison of different (global) spatial predictors. Hence, identifying regions where
a predictor performs well gives us another way to assess non-stationarity in the under-
lying physical process. Thus, we agree with CG and TS that local comparisons add
to the understanding of the physical process; see Sections 1, 3.2, and 6 of BCS for a
discussion on using k̂(·) for this purpose.

A strength of our approach is that it allows one to compare and select predic-
tions derived from very different assumptions. GE acknowledges these advantages
but expresses a preference for full stochastic modeling. While we appreciate GE’s
point of view, this era of big, spatial, non-stationary data opens up other exciting
possibilities; see Section 1 of BCS.

With both training data and validation data at hand, we can consider any candidate
predictor, be it deterministic or stochastic, to improve spatial predictions and our under-
standing of the spatial variability in the underlying physical process. This algorithmic
point of view increases the utility of the LSP, but it can be difficult to conceptualize in
the abstract (as GE mentions). However, it is needed since it is common for multiple
researchers to be motivated by different (and worthwhile) perspectives, leading them
to propose different spatial predictors (often arising from different stochastic models).
For example, we were primarily interested in the predictors introduced in Section 3.1
of BCS. However, TS suggest using predictors estimated locally, proposing that this
aids computation and possibly interpretation; our approach is flexible enough to allow
for these predictors (if they are of interest). Certainly, considering local features of
global statistics is a rational approach that has quite a long history in the analysis of
spatial data (e.g., Anselin 1995).

Both CG and LI were interested in seeing the heterogeneous version of SPD as
opposed to the homogeneous version used in BCS. Again, our methodology is flexible
enough to include the former as a candidate predictor. A map of the heterogeneous
SPD predictions is given in Fig. 1, which has RSTE equal to 4.1700. The RSTE for

Fig. 1 Global spatial prediction of mid-tropospheric CO2 concentrations using the heterogeneous version
of SPD. Note that we do not predict below latitude −60◦, since AIRS has not released any observations
there
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LSP-MWS (using the heterogeneous SPD in place of its homogeneous version) is
4.0018; that is, when compared to 3.9652 for the homogeneous version given in Table
3 of BCS, we see a slight increase in RSTE.

The candidate set of predictors is one general theme of the discussants’ comments.
Other themes include the role of big data, alternative LSP specifications, and uncer-
tainty quantification. We add our comments to these themes in Sections 2 through 5
below, and we provide concluding remarks in Section 6.

2 The candidate set of predictors

We have pointed out in this rejoinder that any predictor for which an algorithm exists
to compute Ŷ PRD(s0), for all s0 ∈ D, qualifies as a candidate predictor. Some are
motivated by smoothing, such as one might find in GIS packages, and some are
motivated by optimality under assumptions about the hidden spatial process (e.g.,
kriging).

Two of the discussants (CG and TS) raised doubts about one of the predictors
included, namely FRK, referencing Stein (2014): Our point above is that it qualifies
algorithmically. Now, the FRK predictor due to Cressie and Johannesson (2006, 2008)
is optimal under a spatial random effects (SRE) model, but Stein (2014) has written an
essay that concentrates on the likelihood and estimation of parameters under the SRE
model. Consequently, he considers only properties of the marginal distribution [Z|θ]
and not of the predictive distribution [Y (s0)|Z, θ ], where θ are the SRE-model para-
meters. Here we bring the reader’s attention to Zimmerman and Zimmerman (1991),
where the difference between estimation and prediction in spatial statistics is care-
fully discussed. The small amount of prediction discussed in Stein’s paper considers
the scientifically less-interesting problem of prediction of Z(s0) given Z and θ ; see
Cressie and Wikle (2011, p. 42) for a more complete discussion of why it is less inter-
esting. Further, when comparing estimation of θ from different models, Stein fails to
adjust the likelihood to account for the number of parameters, such as is done through
AIC.

The SRE model is highly flexible, allowing Stein to choose almost-degenerate
special cases. Specifically, he uses mathematical and simulation results for periodic
processes in one-dimensional space with strong assumptions about large-n behav-
ior; he uses only smooth orthogonal basis functions, but they could in fact be non-
orthogonal and non-continuous; he assumes situations where the SRE model should
not be used, such as near-zero measurement error; and so forth. Every stochastic model
has its limitations, but they do not always affect the efficiency of its associated predic-
tor and, indeed, we see from the simulation experiment and the real example in BCS
that FRK is a highly competitive predictor among the seven chosen.

3 The role of big data

We agree with GE that our method is most appropriate for the setting where the sample
size is greater than 1,000. In Section 1 of BCS, we motivate the LSP through the lens
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of spatial prediction using big data; see the additional stimulating comments given by
CG. While we agree with GE that prediction is not the only type of statistical inference
that is important for big spatial data, this is what we do in BCS.

The stochastic models, used to derive computable spatial predictors for big spatial
data, are motivated by the idea of striking a balance between preserving data structure
and reducing the complexity of the model. For example, covariance tapering ignores
long-distance correlation and regularizes the covariance matrix, separable covariances
ignore space–time interactions, composite-likelihood methods partially order the spa-
tial domain to ignore spatial dependence between observations far apart, full-rank
methods reduce the parameter space, and reduced-rank methods use a reduced set
of spatial frequencies [see Sun et al. (2012), for a more in-depth discussion]. These
modeling compromises are generally made so that statistical inference is practical on
big spatial data.

From this perspective, the LSP is especially valuable. While each individual spa-
tial predictor might ignore certain “types of valuable information,” the hybrid LSP
uses the totality of information from all predictors with very little extra computing
required. Hence, the candidate predictors that define the LSP might be chosen to com-
plement each other in terms of their strengths and limitations. This adds motivation
for considering both reduced-rank and full-rank methods in Section 5 of BCS.

4 Alternative LSP specifications

4.1 Dval

GE expressed reservations about the specification of training and validation datasets.
The appropriateness of whether or not to separate data into training, validation, and
testing is largely dependent on the amount of data available (e.g., see Hastie et al.
2009, p. 222). The data used in BCS can be separated in this way since we are in a big
data setting.

In response to GE’s question, we are interested in addressing the problem of over-
fitting, which is precisely the reason why one would separate data into training, vali-
dation, and testing (e.g., see Hastie et al. 2009, Ch. 7, on how the separation of data
relates to over-fitting). Also, creation of a testing dataset is not unconventional, and it
is covered in standard textbooks (e.g., see Hastie et al. 2009, p. 222).

The appropriate specification of training, validation, and testing data is an open
problem in our LSP approach; see Section 4.2 of BCS, where we incorporate it into
the simulation experiment. An interesting suggestion was given by RM: Specifically,
a “bagging” approach (Hastie et al. 2009) could be used to consider multiple training
and validation datasets. That is,

1. Randomly generate Dtrn and Dval from within D;
2. Compute the LSP;
3. Repeat Steps 1. and 2. B times to create a distribution of LSPs;
4. Average across the B LSPs generated in Step 3.
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We see promise in this idea but note that it may be difficult to get B right. Re-computing
each individual spatial predictor B times may be computationally difficult in many
settings. As a result, this might restrict one to using small values for B.

4.2 Hval

LI comments that Hval is not interpretable when the spatial domain D is defined in
continuous space; he uses the terminology “punctured” to describe the definitions of
Hval in Section 2.3 of BCS. However, it is important to note that D is defined as
N discrete spatial locations in R

d (see Section 2.1 of BCS). Furthermore, the two-
stage definitions of Hval in Section 2.3 of BCS leads to an optimality result (see the
Appendix of BCS), which may not hold for LI’s suggested version of Hval.

4.3 The selection criterion

We are excited and encouraged by LI’s consideration of alternative selection criteria;
he considers a weighted sum of squared error loss, an absolute error loss, and several
score functions from Gneiting and Raftery (2007). One additional thought is that it
would be interesting to see if an optimality result, like the result from the Appendix
of BCS, exists for some (or any) of the alternatives. Without an optimality result,
one might be hesitant to directly apply these loss functions to obtain locally selected
predictions. Additionally, it would be interesting to gauge the performance of these
alternative selection criteria in selecting the “true” model, as investigated by TS (with
squared error loss).

4.4 The predictor k̂(·)

TS proposes using maps of k̂(·) to determine whether or not the spatial process exhibits
short-range or long-range dependence in certain regions. We agree, noting that this
is directed more towards model building than the model selection studied in BCS.
[See Box and Norman (1987), for a discussion on the differences between modeling
building and model selection]. Model building is an area of spatial statistics that
needs development and, echoing our comments in Section 1, the ideas in BCS could
contribute to this literature.

In Sections 1, 3.2, and 6 of BCS, we suggest using maps of k̂(·) as an exploratory data
analysis tool. In TS’s Fig. 3, the disparate regions that were built into the simulation
model are clear even though there is large variability in k̂(·); this is consistent with
the simulation results in Bradley et al. (2012). Thus, k̂(·) appears to have utility as an
exploratory data analysis tool, even in the setting where k̂(·) has large variability.

Using the predictor k̂(·) as a confirmatory tool is potentially problematic (as TS’s
simulation results suggest), since no optimality result exists for k̂(·). Consequently, the
variability of the estimated range parameter, the measurement error associated with a
particular location, and the degree of discrepancy between the true range parameters
in two disparate regions could all have an effect on the performance of k̂(·). However,
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an optimality result does exist for the LSP; see the Appendix of BCS. Thus, to solve
the model-building problem posed by TS, one might instead consider using a locally
selected estimator (LSE) of the range parameter, which would require an extension of
BCS’s optimality result. If this result were available, maps of the LSE could determine
regions with distinct range parameters in an optimal manner.

5 Uncertainty quantification

Two of the discussants (GE and CG) expressed concern that the LSP does not have
uncertainty measures associated with. We agree that consistent uncertainty quantifi-
cation is an important problem that needs to be developed for the LSP, and several
suggestions for this future work were provided in Section 6 of BCS. The “bagging”
idea that RM proposed has the potential to resolve this problem as well. That is, one
could add a fifth step to the numbered list in Section 4.1 just above:

5. Compute the sample variance across the B LSPs generated in Step 3.

The suggestions in Section 6 of BCS and RM’s bagging idea require additional
attention. For example, simulation studies analogous to those we conducted in BCS
might be used to determine whether or not these ideas consistently capture the true
variability of the LSP.

6 Concluding remarks

The literature on predictor selection is expansive for non-spatially referenced data;
however, it needs development in the spatial data setting. The efforts of Chen et al.
(2010), Zhu et al. (2010), Bradley et al. (2011), Chen and Huang (2011a, b), and
Lai et al. (2012) have helped enormously in this area, but more research is needed.
The appropriateness of a stochastic model depends largely on the underlying phys-
ical process and the data that are available. Consequently, simply arguing that an
approach has limitations (e.g., see Stein, 2005, 2014) is not enough to address impor-
tant model/predictor comparison problems. We propose that in an era of big spatial
data, the empirical, algorithmic point of view used in BCS is better suited to solve
these important problems, since we have the luxury of having enough data to separate
them into training, validation, and testing data. Our perspective on spatial prediction is
“big tent,” and which spatial predictor is better depends largely on the spatial dataset!
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